Genetic Opportunities from Big Sky Country!
Online Embryo and Rare Semen Auction April 11, 12 & 13, 2019 @ smartauctions.co

**Rare Semen Offering:**
- King Rob
- Glacier Logan 210
- New Trend 22D
- LCH Little John
- Make Mimi
- Rambler 5162
- LCB Hoss 444N
- Conquest
- Major League
- and more

**Feddes Lakina 310 (#450724)**
This is the dam of Feddes Big Sky 99 (one of the all-time great female makers in the Red Angus breed). These are the last embryos that will be available on 310. She is deceased.

**Feddes Sleen 806 (#1235063)**
806 cow is the dam of Feddes Oscar X28 (ABS), Feddes Liberty D210 (Select Sires) and Feddes Patriot D207 (Genib Red Angus). She is one of our very elite donor cows.

**C-T Blockana 1042 (#1357515)**
A Make Mimi daughter from the great Blockana cow family that has earned our way to the top of the herd with a 107.4 MPPA. Dam of powerful herd sire C-T Royal Duke 4090, owned with Leland Red Angus.

**C-T Linsey 0964 (#1309526)**
Solid Make Mimi x Grand Canyon donor cow. Dam of herd sire C-T Prime 5097 who sold to Bauman Red Angus, ND. High-seller donor to Rocking Bar H in our 2018 Big Sky Elite Sale. MPPA 105

**C-T Vrdale 1183 (#1428152)**
Beautiful Chateau donor who was the dam of our high-seller C-T Dominate 7067 in 2018 Feddes and C-T Red Angus Production Sale. MPPA 106

**Auction Details:**
Online Embryo and Rare Semen Auction runs from April 11 – 13, 2019.
Sale closes at 5 p.m. MDT.

To access the sale, go to www.superiorlivestock.com, Auctions, and SmartAuctions.
Or access directly at smartauctions.co.

**Feddes Brunswick D202 (#G359669)**
Brunswick is a one of a kind bull owned with Green Mountain Red Angus. He may be the bull we are all looking for. He is adding growth, muscle, marbling and ribeye. He is sired by Feddes Silver Bow who was one of the top Redemption sons anywhere. D202’s EPD profile is second to none and those numbers are proving accurate through his progeny production records. Great dispositions on these calves as well. Dam is a gorgeous Feddes Big Sky daughter.

**C-T Dominate 7067 (#5734646)**
C-T Dominate is a Domain son out of Powerful C-T Vrdale 1183 donor cow. He was the high seller in 2018 Feddes/C-T sale to Meyer, Mosby, Dalling, Feddes for $35,000. Top 1% HB, 1% Stay, 2% GM, 2% Milk.

SEmen AVAILABLE with commercial discount available.
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